EU ETS revision: benchmarks and CBAM free allocation phase out
Impact assessment on the EU steel industry
Background information : 2021-2025 situation
The European steel industry receives free allocation under the EU ETS on the basis of five product
benchmarks (coke, sinter, hot metal, electric arc furnace-EAF carbon steel, EAF high alloy steel)
and the fuel and heat fall back benchmarks for those processes that are not covered by the above
product benchmarks.
The annual reduction rates of these product benchmarks for the period 2021-2025 were set in the
Commission Implementing Regulation 2021/447 on the basis of 2016-2017 data collected from
the sector. The annual rates and new benchmark values as well as the estimated annual direct
carbon costs for the sector in the period 2021-2025 are summarised in the table below:
Benchmark
Coke
Sinter
Hot metal
EAF carbon steel*
EAF high alloy steel*
Fuel benchmark*
Heat benchmark*1
Annual direct emissions**
Annual free allocation
Annual free allocation shortage
Annual direct carbon costs
in the period 2021-2025**

2013-2020 value
(kg CO2/ unit product)
286
171
1,328
283
352
56.1
62.3

Annual & total
reduction rate
1.6% (24%)
0.5% (8%)
0.2% (3%)
1.6% (24%)
1.6% (24%)
1.6% (24%)
1.6% (24%)
± 185 Mt/year
± 142 Mt/year
± 43Mt (24%)

2021-2025 value
(kg CO2/t product)
217
157
1,288
215
268
42.6
47.3

± 2.6 bn €

**Assuming EU steel production of 160Mt/year and a carbon price of 60€/t. Direct emissions include the full
carbon content of waste gases produced in the steel process and used in power plants.

Possible sectoral impact in 2026-2030
Even if existing benchmark boundaries and definitions are retained, above product benchmarks
that have the 1.6% annual reduction rate until 2025 would have the new 2.5% annual reduction
rate, hence 50% reduction compared to the 2013-2020 benchmark level.
In addition, the Commission proposes to modify definitions and system boundaries of existing
product benchmarks “in order to provide further incentives for reducing greenhouse gas emissions
and improving energy efficiency”. While this principle will be translated in detailed provisions only
in the secondary legislation on free allocation rules, the Commission has clearly stated that such

1

* Please note that the reduction rate of EAF carbon and high alloy steel benchmarks is mainly influenced by the
reduced carbon intensity of the power sector, while the reduction rate of fuel and heat benchmark is mainly
influenced by installations in other sectors that have access to biomass.
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modifications aim at including in existing benchmarks also alternative low carbon technologies,
such as “hydrogen-based steel making”.
A modification of benchmark boundaries and definitions along those principles would likely impact
the sinter and hot metal benchmarks, which could include also alternative production technologies
such as respectively pelletising and direct reduction, smelt reduction and others. Since such
alternative technologies are already active in the EU in 2021-2022 (which is the reference period
for the update of 2026-2030 benchmarks), they would contribute to a sharp reduction of those
benchmarks in 2026-2030 because the benchmarks are set only by the average of lowest 10%
emitting installations (i.e. 2.5 installations set the benchmark for the entire sector of 25
installations). In particular, it is expected that the sinter benchmark could be reduced by the
maximum reduction rate (2.5%/year, i.e. 50% in total) and the hot metal benchmark by around
2% per year (i.e. 40%). While they would have such disruptive impact on free allocation, such
technologies would still represent a very minor share of the total production in the EU. For
instance, direct and smelt reduction represent less than 1% of iron and steel production at present.
In addition to the reduction linked to the modification of benchmark boundaries and definitions,
the sector would also face in 2030 the 50% phase out due to the carbon border adjustment
mechanism (CBAM). Therefore, the sector would face huge free allocation shortage and carbon
costs, even if low carbon investments (which require massive financial resources) were
successful and the sector would reduce its emissions by around 30% compared to today’s level.
The table and graph below present an overview of the possible impact at sectoral level.
Benchmark

Coke
Sinter
Hot metal
EAF carbon steel
EAF high alloy steel
Fuel benchmark
Heat benchmark
Annual direct emissions
Annual preliminary free allocation
Annual free allocation shortage
Annual direct carbon costs in 2030**

Annual & total
reduction rate
(new benchmarks)
2.5% (50%)
2.5% (50%)
±2% (±40%)
2.5% (50%)
2.5% (50%)
2.5% (50%)
2.5% (50%)

50% CBAM
reduction & new
benchmarks

30%
emissions
reductions

± 185 Mt/year

± 185 Mt/year

± 130Mt/year

86M

43M

43 M

99M (54%)

142M (77%)

87M (67%)

9.6 bn€

13.8 bn€

8.4 bn€

**Assuming EU steel production of 160Mt/year and a carbon price of 97€/t2
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Possible impact in 2026-2030 for a representative primary steel site
In addition to the assessment for the entire sector, it is important to appreciate also the impact on
a representative average site producing primary steel. This assessment is based on a
representative average primary steel site, taking into account average emissions data. The
primary site is estimated to produce 4 million tonnes of crude steel per year. In order to assess
the impact of the provisions in the context of the transition of the sector, the following 3 scenarios
of production configurations are considered:
1. The site produces 4Mt of crude steel in 3 blast furnaces;
2. The site produces 4Mt of crude steel, of which 3Mt in 2 blast furnaces and the remaining 1Mt
in an alternative low carbon technology, notably direct reduction fuelled with natural gas;
3. The site produces 4Mt of crude steel, of which 3Mt in 2 blast furnaces and the remaining
1Mt in an alternative low carbon technology, notably direct reduction fuelled with carbon
neutral hydrogen.
The above scenarios are assessed with the following options of carbon leakage rules:
a) Free allocation based on existing benchmark definitions and boundaries:
• the existing technology (blast furnace/basic oxygen furnace) is allocated with the existing
hot metal benchmark (reduced by 4% compared to 2013-2020 value);
• the new technology (direct reduction) with the fuel benchmark (reduced by 50% compared
to 2013-2020 value).
b) Free allocation based on new benchmark boundaries and definitions:
• both existing and new technologies are allocated with the same product benchmark (hot
metal), but such benchmark value is reduced by 40% (around 2%/year) compared to 20132020 value because the new technology (currently applied only by one site in Europe)
decreases significantly the benchmark value in 2021-2022 data collection. Similarly, sinter
and pellets would be allocated with the same product benchmark, but reduced by 50%
compared to 2013-2020 value due to the sharp decline linked to the inclusion of pure pellet
plants in the same benchmark curve in 2021-2022.
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The table below provides an overview of the results. As it can be seen, even if a site invests
massive financial resources in low carbon technologies (like natural gas or hydrogen based direct
reduction), it will face a much larger free allocation shortage if benchmark boundaries are
redefined. This occurs because the benchmark values will decline sharply (by around 40%) in
comparison to 2013-2030, since such technologies were in use in rare cases in 2021-2022, which
is the reference period for updating benchmarks for the period 2026-2030. Hence, while the
objective of the new provisions is to provide incentives for low carbon incentives, its actual impact
leads to additional costs for producers.

4Mt in blast
furnaces

3Mt in blast furnaces
and 1Mt in DRInatural gas

3Mt in blast furnaces and
1Mt in DRIhydrogen

Direct emissions

7.64 Mt

6.21 Mt

5.80 Mt

Free alloc. with current benchmarks

5.75 Mt

4.58 Mt

4.67 Mt

Shortage with current benchmarks

1.89 Mt (25%)

1.64 Mt (26%)

1.12 Mt (19%)

Direct costs with current bench.*

183 M€

159 M€

109 M€

Free alloc. with new benchmarks

3.58 M

3.48 Mt

3.78 Mt

4,06 Mt (53%)

2.73 Mt (44%)

2.02 Mt (35%)

265 M€

196 M€

2030 impact

Shortage with new bench.
Direct costs with new benchmarks*

394 M€

Free alloc. with new bench. and
50% CBAM reduction

1.79 Mt

Shortage with new benchmarks
and 50% CBAM proposal

5.85 Mt (77%)

4.47 Mt (72%)

3.91 Mt (67%)

Direct costs with new bench. and
50% CBAM reduction*

567 M€

434 M€

379 M€

1.74 Mt

1.89 Mt

* Assuming a carbon price of 97€/t
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